SCHEDULE FOR MOHILL’S 90TH ANNUAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW
(Member of The Irish Shows Association)

SUNDAY 20th AUGUST 2017

Venue
Mohill Sports Complex & McGowan’s Field, Cloone Road

ENTRIES CLOSE ON THURSDAY 10th AUGUST
STRICTLY NO LATE ENTRIES

ENTRIES WITH FEES TO SECRETARIES:
AIDÉEN HUSTON & LOURDA MCGOWAN,
MOHILL, CO. LEITRIM.
PHONE: 071 9631007 or 071 9636092
MOBILE: 087 2054746 / 086 8710215
E mail: mohillshow@gmail.com
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As Mohill Show Committee host the 90\textsuperscript{th} Annual Agricultural Show Day on Sunday August 20\textsuperscript{th} next, we will remember and honour the many people from our Community who have been involved with Mohill Show Committee since it was established by Canon M. J. Masterson in 1926 with our Display of Photographs.

\textbf{Anyone who wishes to have Photographs displayed on the day is asked to leave them into the Show Office before Thursday August 3\textsuperscript{rd}.}

All materials will be safely returned.
SPECIAL NOTICES

CATTLE EXHIBITORS: Certificate of Compliance must be obtained prior to the movement of an Animal to a Show. Certificates of Compliance can be obtained from the Animal Identification and Movement (AIM) System through the www.agfood.ie facility or from the Cattle Movement Notification Agency. NOTE page 16

HORSE EXHIBITORS: All Horse Exhibitors are asked to enter their own Premises Registration Number on their Entry Form before returning it to Show Office.

*********

Mohill 90th Annual Agricultural Show Day

Classes for Horses, Ponies, Riding Classes, Driving for Style & Appearance, Donkeys, Pedigree & Non-Pedigree Cattle, Sheep, Goats, Poultry, Dogs, Pets.
Cookery, Honey, Jams, Eggs, Farm & Garden Produce, Flowers, Crafts, Art, Photography and Junior Classes.

Come and See
Fashion Show and Personal Styling
Live Entertainment with The Looney Hoppers,
Children’s Entertainment, Face Painting,
Visit The RSA New Interactive Shuttle Experience.

End your Show Day with the great sound of
Tom Moran in Spirit Bar, Main Street
Show Raffle will take place during the night.

Join the Mohill Summer Festival for their many activities from August 16th –20th. Lots of fun filled activities for young and old, along with great Entertainment including Kieran Goss Aug.16th and Eleanor Shanley Aug 18th in Concert in St. Mary’s Church. Tickets available at Pauls Mohill, Mulveys Carrick on Shannon
RULES OF MOHILL AGRICULTURAL SHOW

(1) The arrangements of the Show will be conducted by a Committee of Management, and the persons entering the Show Grounds are subject to the directions of the Stewards and Hon. Secretaries.

(2) Intending competitors must lodge with the Hon. Secretaries a complete list of entries numbered to the Prize List (on forms to be supplied by the Hon. Sec.) not later than August 11th otherwise they will not be considered.

(3) All exhibits (whether for competition or exhibition) in order that they may be properly arranged, should be at the Show Grounds by 10a.m. on the morning of the Show and cannot be admitted after 11a.m.

(4) All exhibits must be shown under owner's name and must be property of exhibitor, Novelty classes excepted. Only one caretaker or servant for each lot of Horses, Cattle, Sheep and Goats will be admitted free and must remain in charge of his lot during the time the Show is open. Bulls must be secured by a ring or screw in the nose with a chain and leading stick attached and to be in charge of a caretaker; otherwise they cannot be admitted. All cattle to have halters on their heads and to be kept under proper control. All competing animals to be distinguished by numbers only.

(5) No person will be permitted to interfere with, or crowd around the Judges when adjudicating. Exhibitors so doing will forfeit their claim to prizes.

(6) Exhibitors may enter the same exhibit in the Cattle and Horse Section in as many classes as they are eligible for, provided that they pay the necessary entry fee in each class.

(7) The judges shall have the power to award First and Second prize according to the merits of the exhibits or to withhold any or all prizes in any class, for want of merit.

(8) The decision of the judges shall be final as to merit and points of qualifications. Objections or appeals will be considered and should be lodged in writing with the Hon. Secretaries together with a fee of €10 on day of Show. Such objections will be considered by the Executive Committee. The fee will be forfeited if the objection is deemed frivolous.

(9) An exhibitor will not be awarded more than two first prizes with the same animal unless in Championships.

(10) No diseased animals can be admitted and should any manifest symptoms of disease during the exhibit, they must be immediately removed from the premises, on an order being given to that effect by Hon. Secretaries.

(11) The ages of horses, bulls, cows, heifers and calves to date from the 1st January in the years of their birth, except in specified classes.

(12) As one of the objects of the Committee is to encourage the keeping of superior animals of the various descriptions for breeding purposes, the judges will be instructed to particularly discourage over-fed breeding animals and those showing symptoms of constitutional unsoundness.

(13) Entrance must be made on the prescribed Entry Form to be had from the Secretaries. In no case will the entry be accepted without the proper fee.
(14) All exhibits in the Cattle, Horse and Dog Classes must have been the bona-fide property of exhibitors since 1st July, 2017, Novelty classes excepted. All entries in farm and garden produce must have been produced on farms the property of the exhibitors.

(15) While every reasonable care will be exercised the Committee will not be responsible for any accident, loss or damage to any exhibit, exhibitor or spectator from any cause whatever occurring in the Show Grounds or in transit thereto and there from. Should any matter arise not provided for or in preview of those rules and regulations, such matters should be referred to the Committee, whose decisions should be final and binding - no appeal to law in any case being permitted.

(16) Special Notice: Any person found exhibiting an animal or other exhibit not his bona fide property shall be guilty of a criminal offence and will be prosecuted.

(17) The Committee reserve the right to require proof of compliance with the Rules before paying the various prizes.

(18) Neither the Committee nor any of its Officers or Servants shall be in any way responsible for or accountable for anything that may happen (from any cause or circumstances whatever) to exhibitors into the Show Grounds, or for anything else in connection with or arising out of, or attributable to the Committee's Show. Each exhibitor shall be solely responsible for any consequential or other loss, injury or damage done to or occasioned by, or arising from animal or articles exhibited by him, and for its description as given in the Catalogue, and shall indemnify the Committee against all legal or other proceedings in regard thereto. The Committee will endeavor to have the Catalogue as complete as possible and in accordance with the particulars given on the entry forms. It cannot, however, hold itself responsible for any additions, omissions or mistakes which may occur for any reason whatsoever in the Catalogue. Exhibitors will be held responsible for the behaviour of their servants and for the consequences of any misconduct of such servants.

(19) 5% Championship Levy will be deducted from Horses, Cattle and Sheep Prizemoney for the I.S.A. Championship Fund.

(20) Where Special Prizes are awarded on points the following rule will be adhered to; 3 points for any 1st Prize, excluding qualifier; 2 points for any 2nd Prize and 1 point for any 3rd Prize awarded by the Judge. In the event of a tie in points, a draw will take place at a Committee meeting in the presence of the exhibitors involved.

**EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**

An Exhibitors Pass will be given to an Exhibitor with Entry Fees of €20 or over in the Horse, Cattle or Sheep Sections and to an Exhibitor with Entry Fees of €10 or over in all other Sections
General Rules for IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017

Eligibility of Shows:
1. Shows wishing to participate in the 2017 Championships and be eligible to hold qualifiers must have collected the Championship Fund Levy (currently 5%) from Horse, Pony, Cattle and Sheep class Prizemoney for the year 2016 and forwarded the amount so collected, in full, to the Irish Shows Association Head Office within the stipulated period of not more than 30 days from the date of their Show. Alternative methods of meeting this obligation are not acceptable.
2. Any show or competitor in breach of these Rules set out below will be disqualified from participating or competing in these Championships.
3. These General Rules and those relating to individual championships (where applicable) should be published in the show schedule and catalogue of the participating shows and must be strictly observed.
4. Qualifying Rounds (Qualifiers)
   Qualifying rounds will take place at eligible shows selected by the Irish Shows Association.

Responsibility of Exhibitors:
A Exhibitors accept that the Judges decision is final in cases. Any abuse of Judges will not be tolerated. Where a dispute or case for complaint arises the matter should only be dealt with F. below.
B Winners of qualifiers are themselves responsible for entering their animals or exhibits for the final within one hour of qualifying,
C Winners of qualifiers will compete in the final.
D The Irish Shows Association in conjunction with the sponsor reserve the right to alter or amend the rules of any competition as may be necessary or appropriate.
E Shows and competitors must contact the Irish Shows National Office for details of any championships and not the sponsor involved.
F Objections must be lodged in writing with the I.S.A. representative at the show or the Show Secretary within half an hour following the completion of judging together with a fee of €50, or other stated fee which is refundable in the event of the objection being upheld.
G Any Exhibitor who makes a false declaration or misrepresents a fact regarding themselves or their exhibit is liable to disqualification and or forfeiture of any Prizes awarded.

The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors / owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury or damage caused and may be liable for part or all of any future claim.
The Irish Shows Association &
The Leitrim Irish Draught Breeders Association
PRESENTS
THE LEITRIM IRISH DRAUGHT BREEDERS
CHAMPIONSHIP
Part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championships
Sponsored by Horse Sport Ireland and
The Leitrim Irish Draught Horse Breeders Association
FINAL AT MOHILL SHOW - SUNDAY AUGUST 20th 2017

RULES AND CONDITIONS:
(1) Entries are confined to Irish Draught Mares with ID Foal at Foot.
Mares must be registered in the Irish Horse Register with the bred codes ID
Mares & Foals must be sired by a Stallion that is classified as CLASS 1 /CLASS 2 RID(GB)
/RID(CAN)/GRADE 2 (GB)
(2) Mares must have both Sire and Dam recorded on their passport and have an Irish Draught Foal at
foot, to be judged as a unit.
(3) Foals must be led at all times. (4) One Mare and Foal may qualify at each Show.
(5) Exhibitors at both Qualifier and Final must have their Mares Passport available for inspection
prior to entry to Judging Ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate
disqualification.
(6) Passports & Microchips if applicable should be read by a Veterinary Surgeon at the Final.
(7) One of the Judges at the Qualifying Show must be a qualified Irish Draught Horse Judge.
(8) Animals qualifying for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at Mohill Show,
other than qualifying classes for other ISA Finals & other Championships
NOTE: These rules should be read in conjunction with the general I.S.A. Rules.
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show: €10; To Final: €20.
PRIZES: 1st €500, Winner also receives The Central Motors Perpetual Trophy
presented by Patsy Walpole. 2nd €300, 3rd €260, 4th €200, 5th €150, 6th €100, 7th -upwards will receive €80 on appearance at final.

QUALIFYING SHOWS

Athlone Castleblaney Longford
Athenry Castlewellan Loughrea
Arva Clogher Valley Louisburgh
Ballinamore Finn Valley Mullingar
Carnew Granard Manorhamilton
Gorey Omagh

Riverstown
Tinahely
Westport
HORSES
HORSE EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:

It is a legal requirement that any premises where an equine is kept be registered with the Department of Agriculture. This is compulsory, so please make yourself familiar with the guidelines.

See: http://www.agriculture.gov.ie/animalhealthwelfare/animalidentificationmovement

Horse Exhibitors are asked to enter their own Premises Registration Number on the Entry Form

I.H.R. and R.I.D. Numbers must be given where appropriate.

Please Note: It is a legal requirement that all Horses moving from one location to another must be accompanied by their Passports

Judging will commence at 10.30a.m.

Prizemoney in all Horse and Pony Classes: 1st €70, 2nd €40, 3rd €30.

(unless otherwise stated)

No Prizemoney awarded in Qualifiers

Entry Fee: €10

RING 1 - JUDGING OF CLASSES 1-16

CLASS 1  REGISTERED IRISH DRAUGHT MARE with foal at foot or with Stallion Owner's Cert, showing that the Mare has been covered by a Registered Stallion. Only mares entered in the Irish Draught Section of the Irish Horse Register and whose passports are inspected by the judge on the Show Day are eligible for entry. The R.I.D. and I.H.R. No. must appear in the Catalogue.

Winner receives THE JOHN McKIERNAN PERPETUAL CHALLENGE TROPHY

Winner also receives €50, kindly donated by Mr. John McKiernan, Drumgowla, Mohill.

CLASS 2  BROOD MARE likely to breed a Heavyweight Hunter, with foal at foot or with a Stallion owner's cert, showing that the Mare has been covered by a Registered Stallion. Excluding 1st & 2nd Prizewinners in Class I.

CLASS 3  BROOD MARE likely to breed a Lightweight Hunter with foal at foot or with a Stallion owner's cert, showing that the Mare has been covered by a Registered Stallion. (1st prize winners of Class 1 & 2 excluded).

Winner receives THE PAT MCDONNELL MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP.

CLASS 4  NON-THOROUGHBRED BROOD MARE with foal at foot. To be judged as a unit. Sponsored by: Patsy Walpole, Central Motors, Mohill.
CLASS 5  **R.I.D or A.I.D.** Brood Mare with foal at Foot by an Irish Draught Stallion or stinted to an Irish Draught Stallion - Confined to County Leitrim, Mares passport to be produced confirming that the Mare is registered.

"**THE JOHNNY DUIGNAN MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP**

for the Champion Mare of the Show - Confined to Classes 1 to 5.
Winner also receives Replica presented by Ann Conway, A&D Selections,

CLASS 6  **COLT FOAL** Sponsored by McMullan O’Donnell Window & Door Specialists, Benburb, Co. Tyrone

CLASS 7  **FILLY FOAL**

CLASS 8  **IRISH DRAUGHT COLT OR FILLY FOAL - R.I.D.** or Appendix Mare

CLASS 9  **THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION, Ballinrobe Show Society & Ireland West Irish Draught Horse Organisation Present**

**The All Ireland Irish Draught Mare and Foal Team**

**Championship. Prize Fund €2000** Sponsored By: Cappa Stud and I.W.I.D.O Ltd (Ireland West Irish Draught Horse Organisation)

*The aim of this Championship is to give recognition to Irish Draught mares who are producing good quality purebred foals.*

**Rules and Conditions:**
1. Each mare and foal will be judged as a unit with stronger emphasis placed on the foal - 65% for the foal and 35% for the mare.
2. Entries are confined to Irish Draught Mares with ID Foal at Foot, Mares must be registered in the Irish Horse Register with breed code ID and must be classified as Class 1 or Class 2 in the Irish Draught Horse studbook. Foals must be sired by a stallion that is classified as Class I/Class 2/RID (Can)/Grade 2(GB).
3. Mares must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport and have an Irish Draught colt or filly foal at foot.
4. Foals must be led at all times.
5. Two mares and foal may qualify at each show provided the judges agree the standard is high enough.
6. Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have their mare's passport available for inspection prior to entry to the Judging Ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
7. Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a vet at the final. One of the judges at the qualifying show must be an Irish Draught Horse Judge.
8. Animals qualified for the final are not eligible to enter any other class at Ballinrobe other than qualifying classes for other ISA Finals.

**PRIZES:** 1st €600 and Perpetual Trophy 2nd €400 3rd €300 4th €200 5th €100 6th €100 7th upwards will receive €50 on appearance at the Final.

**Entry Fee:** To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20

**Final:** Ballinrobe Show Sunday 3rd September 2017

CLASS 10  **Qualifier for - The Traditional Irish Sport Horse Foal All Ireland Championship presented by the Irish Shows Association and Sponsored by:** Malthouse Bar & Restaurant, Briggs Fashions & Ganly’s Hardware (All of Mountbellew)

**Rules & Conditions:**
1. Entries are confined to foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH or ID
2. Foals must be sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Studbook as either Approved /Preliminary Approved / Supplementary Approved/Recognised/ Preliminary
Recognized /Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Horse Studbook as either Class 1/ Class 2 RID (GB)/RID (CAN)/GRADE 2 (GB).

(3) The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, the progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as either Not Approved 2(NA2) Warm Blood Breeding not acceptable in this competition

(4) Two Foals (one colt/ one filly) may be selected at any Qualifying Show provided that the Judges and the ISA agree the standard is high enough. (5) Foals must be led at all times (6) Exhibitors to both the Qualifier and Final must have the Mares passport ready for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring “if the Foals passport is not to hand”.

Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification (7) Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final. (8) Foals qualified for the Final are not eligible to enter any other Class at Mountbellew Show other than a qualifying class for another ISA Final.

These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules

**Entry Fee**: To Qualifying Show: €10; To Final €20

**Final - Mountbellew Show Saturday 16th September 2017**

**Colts & Fillies will be judged separately at Final**

---

**Important Notice to Animal Owners involved in Showing Animals**
The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors/owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury or damage caused and may be liable for part or all of any future claim.

---

**CLASS 11: Qualifier for All Ireland Warmblood Foal Championship**

**Sponsored by** MOUNTBELLEW AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY

**RULES AND CONDITIONS**

1. Entries are confined to Irish born Foals registered by, or eligible to be registered in the Irish Sport Horse Studbook or the Warmblood Studbook of Ireland.
2. Two Foals must be the progeny of a mare registered by or entered into the Irish Sport Horse Studbook or approved by the Warmblood Studbook of Ireland. The mare must be microchipped.
3. Foals must be sired by a warmblood stallion Approved /Recognised by the Irish Sport Horse Studbook or Approved /Recognised by the Warmblood Studbook of Ireland.
4. Two Animals may be selected to qualify for the Final if the judges agree the standard is high enough.
5. Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the Dam’s and the Foal’s passport available for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring. If the Foal’s passport has not been issued a signed document from the passport issuing organization must be available.
6. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.

**ENTRY FEE**: To Qualifying Show: €10. To Final: €20

**PRIZES**: 1st €500; 2nd €300; 3rd €200

**FINAL**: Mountbellew Agricultural Show on Saturday 16th September
CLASS 12 **Qualifier for Western Region Irish Draught Foal Championship 2017**
Sponsored by The Boat Inn, Oughterard & Galway Crystal

**Rules & Conditions:**
1. Championship confined to I.D. Foals, the progeny of a Class 1 (R.I.D.) I.D. Mare and an I.D. Stallion that is classified as Class 1 (ID C1) in the Irish Draught Horse Studbook.
2. The competition is open to either colt or filly foals.
3. Dams passports must be produced at qualifying shows and at the final. Foals passports/stallion owners' certificates must be produced at final.
4. Foals must be led at all times.
5. One qualifier per show if the standard is high enough at the judge’s discretion.
6. It is the responsibility of the exhibitor to make sure his/her foal is entered for the Final.

**Entry Fee to Final:** €20

**Prizes at Final:**
1st €375 Cup & Galway Crystal Vase; 2nd €225; 3rd €170; 4th €100; 5th €75 & 6th €50
All other finalists will also receive a piece of Galway Crystal.

All competitors who attend the Final and are not in the top six will receive €40.

**Final:** Oughterard Show – Sunday August 27th

---

CLASS 13 **CHAMPION RIDDEN PONY.** Under 14.2 and over 13.2 to be ridden by children 16 years and under.

**Winner receives THE MICHAEL REYNOLDS & SONS LTD. PERPETUAL CUP.**
Sponsored by Reynolds Topline Providers, Mohill

CLASS 14 **CHAMPION RIDDEN PONY** 13.2 and under to be ridden by children 14 years & under.

CLASS 15 **Champion Ridden Hunter.** Sponsored by: South Leitrim Harriers

**Winner receives THE PETER MORAN MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP.**
Presented by Leitrim Harriers

CLASS 16 **Champion Ridden Irish Draught – Male or Female**

Confining to Pure Irish Draught – Passports will be inspected at Show

**Sponsored by Deirdre Lynch and Frank Payne and Leitrim Irish Draught Breeders Association**

**Prizemoney:** 1st €80; 2nd €60; 3rd €40; 4th €20

**HORSE EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**

*EACH CLASS WILL ONLY BE CALLED TWICE ON THE PUBLIC ADDRESS.*

**EXHIBITORS ARE ASKED TO TAKE NOTE OF PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS.**

**EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**

*Horse judging Commences at 10.30*

Exhibitors are asked to take note of Judging Times.

---

**RING 2 - JUDGING OF CLASSES 17 -28**

CLASS 17 **Irish Draught Yearling Colt or Filly**

Sponsored by: Padraig Bohan, Building Contractor, Mohill

CLASS 18 **Yearling Colt or Gelding likely to make a Hunter.** (Thoroughbreds excluded). 
Sponsored by Reynolds Topline Hardware, Glebe Street, Mohill.

CLASS 19 **Yearling Filly likely to make a Hunter.** (Thoroughbreds excluded).

CLASS 20 **TWO YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING or FILLY** likely to make a Hunter. (Thoroughbreds Excluded). 
**Sponsored by: Tom Gray, Cloone**

CLASS 21 **TWO YEAR OLD COLT or FILLY.** (Draught Type).

Sponsored by: Thomas Casey, Casey's Bar, Bridge Street, Mohill
CLASS 22  3 YEAR OLD COLT OR GELDING likely to make a Hunter, Thoroughbreds excluded. Winner receives THE AUSTIN COX MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP, presented by Mrs. Harriet Cox, Church View House, Kilglass, Strokestown.

CLASS 23  3 YEAR OLD FILLY likely to make a Hunter, Thoroughbreds excluded.

CHAMPION YOUNG HORSE OF SHOW will be judged after CLASS 23 Winner receives The Frank & Tom Gannon Perpetual Cup confined to young horses entered in Classes 17 to 23

CLASS 24  REGISTERED CONNEMARA YEARLING COLT GELDING or FILLY
CLASS 25  REGISTERED CONNEMARA TWO YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING or FILLY
CLASS 26  REGISTERED CONNEMARA THREE YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING or FILLY
CLASS 27  REGISTERED CONNEMARA BROOD MARE with foal at foot or stinted to a Registered Connemara Stallion
CLASS 28  REGISTERED CONNEMARA COLT or FILLY FOAL

Overall Registered Connemara Champion will receive THE TOMMY CASSELLS MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP presented by The Cassells Family, Cornagresh, Mohill Classes 24 to 28

RING 3  CLASSES 29 - 41

CLASS 29  BEST REGISTERED WELSH PONY COLT, GELDING OR FILLY (Reg. No, to be submitted).
CLASS 30  MARE OR GELDING Pony 14.2 and under suitable for Riding and Driving
CLASS 31  MARE OR GELDING Pony 14.2 and under, suitable for Riding and Driving confined to County Leitrim. 1st Prizewinner in Class 31 excluded.
CLASS 32  MARE OR GELDING Pony 13.2 and under, suitable for riding and driving
CLASS 33  MARE OR GELDING Pony 13.2 and under, suitable for Riding and Driving, confined to Co. Leitrim. 1st Prize Winner in Class 31 excluded

Winner receives Trophy presented by Mr. George O’Malley, Kenagh, Longford.
CLASS 34  MARE OR GELDING Pony 12.2 and under, suitable for Riding and Driving confined to County Leitrim. Sponsored by; Aiden McBrien, Cloone.
CLASS 35  MARE OR GELDING Coloured Pony under 14.2 Piebald and Skewbald only.
CLASS 36  COLOURED MARE OR HORSE over 14.2 - Piebald and Skewbald Sponsored by: Jimmy Fox, Fox’s Lounge & Supermarket, Tooman

CHAMPION PONY OF SHOW WILL BE JUDGED AFTER CLASS 36

CHAMPION PONY AT THE SHOW-14.2 and under- Confined to all Pony Showing Classes Winner receives TROPHY kindly donated by MR. GEORGE O'MALLEY, KENAGH.

CLASS 37  THE PATRICIA GRACE O'MALLEY BRADSHAW TROPHY for boys and girls 16 years and under who will be required to show a pony 14.2 and under. Exhibitors judged on overall appearance and handling.
CLASS 38  LEAD REIN CLASS for Ponies 12.2 and under to be ridden by children 10 years and under. This Class will be judged on overall appearance and performance. **Sponsored by Hayden's Equestrian Centre, Bornacoola.**

CLASS 39  MINIATURE PONY - 42" and Under

CLASS 40  COB  14.3 to 15.1 h.h - suitable for general purposes.

CLASS 41  BEST  FARM TYPE  HORSE – Male or Female

**PLEASE NOTE:** Classes may be amalgamated at discretion of Committee if there are not sufficient entries

**PASCAL McKEON PERPETUAL CUP** for the Best Exhibit in the Horse Section, bona fida property of exhibitors from Co. Leitrim.

---

The Chris Reynolds Memorial Perpetual Trophy kindly presented by Mrs Dolly Reynolds and Family, Mohill will be awarded to the Supreme Champion in the Horse Section

---

**DONKEYS**

*Entry Fee €5  1st €25, 2nd €20, 3rd €15*

CLASS 42  MALE OR FEMALE DONKEY.

CLASS 43  DONKEY FOAL - FILLY OR COLT.

**HORSE EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**

EACH CLASS WILL ONLY BE CALLED TWICE ON THE PUBLIC ADDRESS. EXHIBITORS ARE ASKED TO TAKE NOTE OF PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS.

**EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**

Horse judging Commences at 10.30

Exhibitors are asked to take note of Judging Times.

---

**IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ANIMAL OWNERS INVOLVED IN SHOWING ANIMALS**

The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors/owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury or damage caused and may be liable for part or all of any future claim.
CATTLE

MOHILL AGRICULTURAL SHOW WOULD APPRECIATE THE CO-OPERATION OF ALL CATTLE EXHIBITORS IN COMPLYING WITH THE PRESENT GUIDELINES FOR MOVEMENT OF ANIMALS TO AND FROM SHOWS AS ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & FOOD

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & FOOD SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Keepers wishing to show cattle in 2017 must obtain a Certificate of Compliance prior to the movement of the animal to a show. This ensures that the animal(s) in question has the necessary TB, BR & BVD tests recorded on the Departments database and that the keeper presenting the animal is not restricted by the Department. Certificates of Compliance can be obtained online from the Animal Identification and Movement (AIM) system through the www.agfood.ie facility or from the Cattle Movement Notification Agency. When applying for a Certificate of Compliance, Keepers should not specify a destination herd. On the day of the Show, the Certificate of Compliance should be presented to the Show Secretary along with the bovine passport for the animal. The keeper and the Show Secretary will then sign the Movement Notification section of the Certificate, which will then be sent to the local DVO for recording onto the AIM system. Please note that only cattle for which a valid Certificate of Compliance is provided to the Show Secretary will be allowed to be shown on the day of the Show.

MOHILL SHOW WILL NOT HAVE FORMS AVAILABLE. EXHIBITORS MUST HAVE THEIR OWN CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE WITH THEM ON SHOW DAY

Testing Requirements for Movement of Animals: T.B. All animals must come from Herds, which are officially TB free (OTF) (i.e. not restricted) and the herd and relevant animals must have had a clear test within the previous twelve months – this test must be recorded on the Department’s Animal Health Computer System (AHCS).
No pre-movement test is required for T.B. However, it is recommended by the Department that a 30 day pre-movement test for TB should apply to all Shows.
Identification All Cattle must bear two plastic tags with the same number (one in each ear) as issued under the Department’s identification system. They must be accompanied by passports.

Important Notice to Animal Owners involved in Showing Animals
The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors / owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury or damage caused and may be liable for part or all of any future claim.

Prizemoney in all Cattle Classes unless otherwise stated:
1st €100, 2nd €50, 3rd €30.
Entry Fee, unless otherwise stated: €10
PEDIGREE ANGUS

CLASS 44  ANGUS BULL born prior to 1st September 2016
CLASS 45  ANGUS COW in Calf or in Milk
Sponsored by Crowe’s Sawmills, Mohill
CLASS 46  ANGUS HEIFER born between 1st September 2015 and 1st September 2016
Sponsored by Lough Rynn Castle Hotel, Mohill
CLASS 47  ANGUS BULL born between 1st September 2016 and 31st December 2016
Sponsored by Irish Aberdeen-Angus Association
CLASS 48  ANGUS HEIFER born between 1st September 2016 and 31st December 2016
Sponsored by Irish Angus Cattle Society Ltd.

To celebrate Mohill’s 90th Show ANGUS BREEDERS have kindly sponsored the following four Classes with a Prize Fund of €2,000

Prizemoney in Classes 49 – 52 1st: €150, 2nd:€100, 3rd :€75, 4th:€75, 5th:€50, 6th :€50

CLASS 49  ANGUS BULL Calf born between January 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 50  ANGUS HEIFER Calf born between January 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 51  ANGUS BULL CALF born from April 1st 2017 onwards
CLASS 52  ANGUS HEIFER CALF born from April 1st 2017 onwards

CLASS 53  QUALIFIER FOR THE IRISH ANGUS BULL CALF CHAMPIONSHIP 2017
Sponsored by ALDI, ABP and The Irish Angus Cattle Society

Class 53A: Irish Angus Bull Calf born from August 1st 2016 to November 30th 2016
Class 53B: Irish Angus Bull Calf born from December 1st 2016 to April 30th 2017

Prize Fund at Final: 1st:€2,000; 2nd €1,000 ; 3rd €500; 4th €250; 5th €150; 6th €150,7th –15th €100 each
Qualifier Prize Fund: €150 for each Qualified Animal exhibited in Finals at Iverk Show

Rules & Conditions:
1. Breeders must be a member of the Irish Angus Cattle Society..
2. Animals must be registered in the Herd book of the Irish Angus Cattle Society as per current Society Rules.
3. Late registered animals (over 60 days from birth) will be debarred from Classes.
4. Competition confined to Exhibitor bred bulls only.
5. Two Bulls from each Section may qualify at one of the designated qualifying Shows if in the Judges opinion they are of the required standard to go forward to the Final in Iverk.
6. Breeders may only qualify two animals from each Section for the Final.
7. All Bulls will be weighed by an ICBF Inspector at Qualifying Shows and Final.
8. Birth weight 45kgs + 1.70kgs per day.
9. Entry Fee for Qualifying Show is €20 payable to the relevant Show Society.
10. Entry Fee for Final is €15 payable to Iverk Show Society
11. Prizemoney for the qualified animals will be paid on presentation at the Final
12. Prizemoney for the 1st Prizewinners at the Final will be paid subject to Winners being available for exhibition in the Irish Angus Exhibition Centre at the National Ploughing Championship September ‘17
13. Judges decision at Qualifying Shows and the Final in Iverk will be final.
The Connaught Perpetual Provincial Trophy presented by the Irish Aberdeen-Angus Association for the best pedigree Aberdeen-Angus animal owned and exhibited by a member of the Aberdeen-Angus Association, resident in the Province of Connacht and the animal registered in the herd book of the Aberdeen-Angus Cattle Society. This animal will be presented with a commemorative medal and sash.

**IRISH ANGUS CATTLE SOCIETY CHAMPIONSHIP**

Irish Angus Champion will receive €50 and Sash (50th Anniversary Sash)

Reserve Irish Angus Champion will receive €20 and Special Rosette

(Prizemoney will be paid directly from the Irish Angus Office)

Conditions: Owner of each animal exhibited must be a member of the Irish Angus Cattle Society and each animal must be registered in the owners name in the Herd Book of the Irish Angus Cattle Society.

**SPONSORS:** A.W. ENNIS, KEPAK, PROGRESSIVE GENETICS, AURIVO, FBD INSURANCE & IRISH ANGUS PRODUCER GROUP, FARMLAB

**Champion Angus Calf Award** - Winner will receive

*The Pat McHugh Memorial Perpetual Trophy* –

Confined to Classes 49 to 52 kindly presented by

William McHugh, Mohill & Dublin

*Cullen Perpetual Salver*, presented by the late Mrs S.W. Henderson, Beauparc, Co. Meath will be awarded to the Overall Champion Angus Classes 44 to 52

**Exhibitors are asked to complete their Entry Forms correctly and return with correct Entry Fees to:** Mohill Show Office before **Thursday August 10th**

Prizemoney in all cattle classes unless otherwise stated:

1st €100; 2nd €50, 3rd €30.

Entry Fee, unless otherwise stated: €10

**PLEASE NOTE:** Classes may be amalgamated at discretion of Committee if there are not sufficient entries
PEDIGREE HEREFORDS

CLASS 54  HEREFORD BULL born prior to 1st January, 2017
CLASS 55  HEREFORD COW in Calf or in Milk
CLASS 56  HEREFORD HEIFER born prior to 1st September 2015
CLASS 57  HEREFORD HEIFER born between 1st September 2015 & 31st December 2016.
CLASS 58  HEREFORD BULL born between January 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 59  HEREFORD HEIFER born between January 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 60  HEREFORD BULL OR HEIFER born from April 1st 2017 onwards

The Overall Hereford Champion of the Show will be awarded.
The Alf Rowley Memorial Perpetual Cup kindly presented by
Mrs. Maureen Rowley and Family, Hyde St., Mohill.

The Champion Hereford Calf of the Show will receive the
Michael Beirne Memorial Perpetual Cup, kindly presented by the
Beirne Family, Coolebawn.
Gerald O'Malley Perpetual Cup presented by
Gerald O'Malley for the Best Pedigree Hereford Animal of opposite sex to the
Champion Hereford of the Show.

FRIESIAN

CLASS 61  FRIESIAN MALE OR FEMALE CALF born after 1st January 2017
             Sponsored by: Ellis Brothers  Aurivo Agents.
CLASS 62  FRIESIAN HEIFER born before October 31st 2016
CLASS 63  FIRST CALVED FRIESIAN HEIFER
CLASS 64  FRIESIAN COW in calf or in milk.

BANK OF IRELAND LTD. PERPETUAL CHALLENGE TROPHY for the
Overall Champion Friesian Animal at Show.
Confined to Classes 61 to 64

NOTICE AS TO SAFETY

Mohill Agricultural Show urge all its visitors, exhibitors and spectators
alike to share the responsibility in ensuring that all safety Regulations are
obeyed. Each child or group of children shall be accompanied by a parent
or adult within the Showgrounds, shall be constantly supervised and kept
a safe distance from all animals, vehicles and machinery. All animals must
be confined to their designated areas solely and kept under strict control.
Co-operation with our Safety Officer and stewards will ensure an
enjoyable trouble free day for all.
PEDIGREE SHORTHORN

CLASS 65  SHORTHORN BULL born before 1st September 2016
CLASS 66  SHORTHORN COW in Calf or in Milk
CLASS 67  SHORTHORN HEIFER born prior to 1st January 2016
Sponsored by C&D Medical Hall, Mohill.
CLASS 68  SHORTHORN HEIFER born in 2016
Sponsored By: Gerard M. Kilrane & Co. Solicitors, Hyde Street, Mohill
CLASS 69  SHORTHORN BULL CALF born between January 1st and March 31st 2017
CLASS 70  SHORTHORN HEIFER CALF born between January 1st and March 31st 2017
CLASS 71  SHORTHORN BULL or HEIFER CALF born from April 1st onwards

The Champion Shorthorn Calf will receive
The William Dobson Memorial Perpetual Cup presented by
Mrs Ruth Dobson & Family, Drumhanny, Mohill
SISTERS OF MERCY, ARDAGH PERPETUAL CUP
for the best Shorthorn Cow in calf or in milk.
THE PM. GALLAGHER M.R.C.V.S.PERPETUAL CUP for the
Overall Champion Shorthorn Animal at Show.
Replica presented by Mrs. A. Gallagher for winner of this Cup.

PEDIGREE CHAROLAIS

Sponsored By: The Irish Charolais Cattle Society

CLASS 72  CHAROLAIS BULL born prior to 1st Sept 2016
CLASS 73  CHAROLAIS COW or HEIFER born prior to 1st Sept 2015
CLASS 74  CHAROLAIS HEIFER born between 1st Sept 2015 and 1st Sept 2016
Sponsored by John & Paula Quinn, Ashwood Veterinary Clinic, Mohill
CLASS 75  CHAROLAIS BULL born between 1st Sept 2016 and 31st Dec 2016
CLASS 76  CHAROLAIS HEIFER born between 1st Sept 2016 and 31st Dec 2016
CLASS 77  CHAROLAIS BULL CALF born between Jan 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 78  CHAROLAIS HEIFER CALF born between Jan. 1st 2017 and March 31st 2017
CLASS 79  CHAROLAIS BULL or HEIFER CALF born from April 1st 2017 onwards

THE FRANCES McGLYNN MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP, presented by
Mr. Tommy McGlynn, Ussaun, Mohill will be awarded to the CHAMPION
MALE CHAROLAIS ANIMAL AT SHOW Confined to Classes 72 - 79

THE BRENDAN MULDOWNEY PERPETUAL CUP for the Champion
Female Charolais Animal at show. Confined to Classes 72 -79
CHAMPION CHAROLAIS CALF Confined to Classes 77 - 79
OVERALL CHAMPION CHAROLAIS ANIMAL AT SHOW: receives
THE STEPHEN GREENE MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP
PEDIGREE LIMOUSHIN

CLASS 80  LIMOUSHIN COW OR HEIFER born on or before December 31st 2015
Sponsored by THE IRISH LIMOUSHIN CATTLE SOCIETY
CLASS 81  LIMOUSHIN HEIFER born between 1st January 2016 and 31st August 2016
Sponsored by: T. M. & T. F. Crowe, Veterinary Surgeons
CLASS 82  LIMOUSHIN BULL born on or before 31st August 2016
CLASS 83  LIMOUSHIN BULL born between 1st September 2016 and 31st January 2017
CLASS 84  LIMOUSHIN HEIFER born between 1st Sept 2016 and 31st January 2017
CLASS 85  LIMOUSHIN BULL born on or after 1st February 2017
CLASS 86  LIMOUSHIN HEIFER born on or after 1st February 2017

OVERALL CHAMPION LIMOUSHIN ANIMAL AT SHOW: Classes 80 to 86
Winner receives Perpetual Cup presented by PERMANENT TSB.

PEDIGREE SIMMENTAL

CLASS 87  SIMMENTAL MALE OR FEMALE born between 01/08/2016 and 30/11/2016
CLASS 88  SIMMENTAL MALE or FEMALE born between 01/12/2016 and 28/02/2017
CLASS 89  SIMMENTAL MALE or FEMALE born from 01/03/2017 onwards

The O'Carolan Family Perpetual Cup, presented by Mr. Michael O'Carolan,
Glebe Street, Mohill will be presented to the
Overall Champion Simmental Animal at Show Classes 87 to 89

PEDIGREE BELGIAN BLUE

CLASS 90  Best Pedigree Belgian Blue Animal at Show

RARE BREED CLASS

CLASS 91  Best Rare Breed Animal at Show

Exhibitors are asked to complete their Entry Forms correctly and return with correct Entry Fees to:-Mohill Show Office before Thursday August 10th

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS
Mohill Agricultural Show Committee gratefully acknowledge the loyal and generous support of Eamonn Duignan, Dublin & Mohill towards our 2017 Show Day

**Important Notice to Animal Owners involved in Showing Animals**

The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors / owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury or damage caused and may be liable for part or all of any future claim.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Classes may be amalgamated at discretion of Committee if there are not sufficient entries.

**Exhibitors are asked to complete their Entry Forms correctly and return with correct Entry Fees to:-**

*Mohill Show Office*

*before Thursday August 10th*

**PLEASE NOTE:** Classes may be amalgamated at discretion of Committee if there are not sufficient entries.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS
NON-PEDIGREE

Prizemoney in all cattle classes unless otherwise stated:
1st €100, 2nd €50, 3rd €30.

Entry Fee, unless otherwise stated: €10

No Prizemoney awarded in Qualifier

CLASS 92 STOCKPERSON CLASS - youth competition for girls aged 12-17 years who will be required to show a calf born on or after 1st September 2016
Prizemoney Sponsored by: The Midland and Western Livestock Improvement Society. Exhibitors judged on showing and handling ability.

CLASS 93 STOCKPERSON CLASS - youth competition for boys aged 12-17 years who will be required to show a calf born on or after 1st September 2016
Prizemoney Sponsored by: The Midland and Western Livestock Improvement Society. Exhibitors judged on showing and handling ability.

CLASS 94 QUALIFIER FOR THE CO. LEITRIM 2017 CALF CHAMPIONSHIP.
Sponsored by The Logan Family, Comer House, Mohill.
This competition is confined to a 2017 Non-Pedigree Calf (any breed) the property of an exhibitor resident in Co. Leitrim. Four calves may qualify at Mohill - two bull calves and two heifer calves. Qualified Calves may not enter any other Classes in Mohill Show.
Each qualifier will receive €40 on appearance in the Final later in the day's programme. Overall Winner receives "The Robert Logan Memorial Cup" presented by Logan Family, Corner House, Mohill, €70 and Sash, sponsored by the Logan Family

CLASS 95 NON-PEDIGREE MALE calved on or after 1st January 2017
Exhibitors: Note: Please bring card on Show Day.
Sponsored by Frank Reynolds, Plant Hire Ltd., Mohill.
1st €100, 2nd €60; 3rd €40

CLASS 96 NON-PEDIGREE FEMALE calved on or after 1st January 2017
Exhibitors: Note: Please bring card on Show Day.
1st €100, 2nd €60; 3rd €40

CLASS 97 NON-PEDIGREE NON CONTINENTAL MALE OR FEMALE CALF calved on or after 1st January 2017 Exhibitors: Note: Please bring card on Show Day.

CLASS 98 NON-PEDIGREE SUCKLING COW any breed with calf at foot.
CLASS 99  BEST BEEF BULLOCK  with not more than two permanent teeth on Show Day

Sponsored by:  Kevin P. Kilrane & Co., Solicitors, Mohill.

1st Prize: €300 • 2nd Prize €200  3rd Prize €100

Entry Fee: €20

PLEASE NOTE: The Prizewinners in this Class are not eligible to compete in any other exhibit classes at Mohill Show. Judging of this class at 1p.m.

---

CLASS 100  BEST BEEF HEIFER  with not more than two permanent teeth on Show Day

Sponsored by:  Kevin P. Kilrane & Co., Solicitors, Mohill.

1st Prize: €300 • 2nd Prize €200  3rd Prize €100

Entry Fee: €20

PLEASE NOTE: The Prizewinners in this Class are not eligible to compete in any other exhibit classes at Mohill Show

---

CLASS 101  NON-PEDIGREE HEIFER with not more than two permanent teeth, suitable for breeding. Animals will be judged on breeding characteristics.

Sponsored by:  AURIVO

1st Prize: €200 • 2nd Prize €100  3rd Prize €80

Entry Fee: €15

PLEASE NOTE: The Prizewinners in this Class are not eligible to compete in any other exhibit classes at Mohill Show

---

CLASS 102  NON-PEDIGREE WEANLING Male or Female born between 1st September and 31st December 2015.  ID Card must be presented.

Sponsored by:  AURIVO

1st Prize: €200• 2nd Prize €100  3rd Prize €80

Entry Fee: €15

PLEASE NOTE: The Prizewinners in this Class are not eligible to compete in any other exhibit classes at Mohill Show
CLASS 103  **CONTINENTAL TYPE BULLOCK** with two or more permanent teeth
Charolais, Simmental, Limousin, Belgian Blue.

CLASS 104  **BULLOCK OR NON-PEDIGREE HEIFER** with not more than two permanent teeth - other than Continental.
The same animal cannot compete in Class 101

CLASS 105  **CONTINENTAL TYPE NON-PEDIGREE HEIFER** with two or more permanent teeth. Charolais, Simmental, Limousin, Belgian Blue.

CLASS 106  **BULLOCK** any breed without permanent teeth on show day.

CLASS 107  **NON-PEDIGREE HEIFER** any breed without permanent teeth on Show day. Sponsored by Mrs Dolly Reynolds, Main Street, Mohill.

CLASS 108  **BUTCHER’S HEIFER- NON PEDIGREE** with not more than two permanent teeth. Winner will be awarded The Paddy Logan Memorial Perpetual Trophy

CLASS 109  **BEST PAIR OF ANIMALS FROM SAME HERD** – Pedigree or Non-Pedigree Winner also receives the Sean K. O’Beirne Perpetual Cup presented by; Kieran O'Beirne, Mohill.

CLASS 110  **SENIOR STOCKPERSON CLASS** for exhibitors 18 years and over who will be required to show any animal (one person per animal). **Prizemoney kindly sponsored by The Faughnan Family, Lisdadnan, Mohill. 1st. €100 2nd €75 3rd €50 4th €25**
   The winner of the Senior Stockperson Class will be awarded **the Bernie Faughnan Memorial Perpetual Shield** kindly presented by Mrs. Helen Faughnan
   (Exhibitors will be Judged on showing and handling ability)

   **PERPETUAL CUP** presented by Drumshanbo Mart to the Overall Champion in the Non-Pedigree Section at show.
   Winner also receives I Litre Grow & Thrive with Copper presented by NATURAL STOCKCARE

---

**EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE:**
Parade of CHAMPIONS will be held with commentary at conclusion of Cattle Judging
CONFINED to OVERALL CHAMPION and RESERVE CHAMPION of each BREED and the OVERALL CHAMPION and RESERVE CHAMPION of the Non Pedigree Section
A DRAW FOR €200 will be held for all the PARTICIPANTS in the PARADE

---

Please Support Our Sponsors
SPECIAL TROPHIES AND AWARDS

THE LUKE EARLY MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP, kindly presented by the Early Family, Main Street, Mohill will be awarded to the Champion Bullock of the Show.

THE PASCAL McKEON MEMORIAL PERPETUAL CUP, kindly donated by Mrs. Pauline McKeon, will be awarded to the Champion Non-Pedigree Heifer, confined to Co. Leitrim.

PERPETUAL CUP presented by the late George O'Malley, Mohill to the exhibitor getting the most points in the Cattle Section at the show.

DRAW FOR DRINKING TROUGH presented by C. Reilly, Reilly Concrete Products, Aughamore for all Co. Leitrim Cattle Exhibitors.

VINTAGE SECTION

THIS CLASS IS OPEN TO ITEMS OF VINTAGE FARM MACHINERY.

WINNER RECEIVES THE TOMMY WYNNE MEMORIAL PERPETUAL TROPHY, PRESENTED BY MRS. ANNE MARIE WYNNE, TULLYORAN, MOHILL.

All Entrants will receive Memento. Those wishing to enter their Vintage Farm Machine should contact the Show Office on or before August 10th.

Please Support Our Sponsors
SHEEP

Entry Fee €5 Prizes: €30, 2nd €20, 3rd €15 (unless otherwise stated)

Department of Agriculture & Food - Specific Requirements

Identification All Sheep must be individually identified with plastic ear tag issued on accordance with the requirements of the National Sheep Identification System. (NSIS)

Movement Documentation All consignments of sheep being moved must be accompanied by the completed dispatch document. Individual details of each sheep in the consignment must be recorded. Only sheep from non restricted flocks can moved to Shows. In the case of flocks restricted following diagnosis of scrapie only sheep possessing ARR/ARR genotype only may be exhibited. The movement of these ARR/ARR genotype sheep must be accompanied by the relevant movement permit (SCR/10), which can be obtained from the local DVO in the County where the flock is located. Flock Register. All movements of sheep to and from Shows must be recorded on AIM through the Owners Sheep Dispatch Document All movements of Sheep to and from Shows must be recorded in the Keepers Flock Register

CLASS 111 RAM LAMB born in 2017
CLASS 112 EWE LAMB born in 2017
CLASS 113 SHEARLING EWE with two or more teeth.
CLASS 114 SHEARLING RAM with two or more teeth.
CLASS 115 BEST TWO EWE LAMBS suitable for breeding.
CLASS 116 BEST TWO BUTCHER'S LAMBS.
CLASS 117 BEST PAIR OF CROSSBRED EWES
CLASS 118 BEST PAIR OF HORNED EWES

CHAMPION SHEEP OF THE SHOW: Perpetual Trophy presented by Coote Geelan, Clonmorris, Dromod.
Winner will also receive 1 Litre Cobalt B12 presented by Natural Stockcare Ltd.

CHAMPION SHEEP OF THE SHOW – confined to County Leitrim –
Winner receives THE CHRISTY MCCAFFREY MEMORIAL PERPETUAL TROPHY presented by Mrs. Margaret McCaffrey, Ussaun, Mohill.

GOATS

1st €20, 2nd €15, 3rd €10
Entry Fee €3.

CLASS 119 SHE GOAT two years or over
CLASS 120 BEST FEMALE GOATLING (under 2 years.)
CLASS 121 BEST MALE GOAT (Any Age)
CLASS 122 BEST KID GOAT
POULTRY

Sponsored by: Dr. Arthur Dolan, Mohill

Entry Fee: €3  Prizes: 1\textsuperscript{st} €15 ; 2\textsuperscript{nd} €10 ; 3\textsuperscript{rd} €5

RULES: Exhibits must be penned by 11.00a.m. and cannot be removed until 4p.m. All Exhibits must be visibly free from pests and diseases. If there are 3 or less entries in any Class some Classes maybe amalgamated at discretion of Committee. Once exhibits are penned all vehicles must be moved away from Show area.

CLASS  123  Best Light Breed Male
CLASS  124  Best Light Breed Female
CLASS  125  Best Heavy Breed Male
CLASS  126  Best Heavy Breed Female
CLASS  127  Best 2 Laying Hens any breed
CLASS  128  Best Rhode Island Red Female
CLASS  129  Best Bantam Cock
CLASS  130  Best Bantam Hen
CLASS  131  Best Cross Breed Laying Hen
CLASS  132  Any Variety Duck or Drake
CLASS  133  Best Pair of Ducklings hatched in 2017
CLASS  134  Any Variety Goose or Gander –


Champion Bird of the Show receives Trophy presented by
Mary Flanagan, Mohill Post office

NOTICE AS TO SAFETY

Mohill Agricultural Show urge all its visitors, exhibitors and spectators alike to share the responsibility in ensuring that all safety Regulations are obeyed. Each child or group of children shall be accompanied by a parent or adult within the Showgrounds, shall be constantly supervised and kept a safe distance from all animals, vehicles and machinery. All animals must be confined to their designated areas solely and kept under strict control. Co-operation with our Safety Officer and stewards will ensure an enjoyable trouble free day for all.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS
COOKERY

Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5  
(Unless otherwise stated)

Exhibits must NOT be removed before 4pm.

Entry Fee €2

SPECIAL CLASSES:
CLASS 135 HOME MADE BROWN SODA BREAD 1st €30; 2nd €25; 3rd €20;
CLASS 136 HOME MADE LIGHT FRUIT CAKE 1st €30; 2nd €25; 3rd €20;

Sponsored by Martina Fox, Lough Rynn Country House, Lough Rynn, Mohill

=======================

CLASS 137 HOME MADE WHITE SODA BREAD.
CLASS 138 HALF DOZEN TEA SCONES.
CLASS 139 HALF DOZEN WHOLEMEAL SCONES.

Connaught Gold Perpetual Trophy, presented by Aurivo, will be awarded to the exhibitor getting the most points in Classes 137 - 139

CLASS 140 SODA BREAD WITH FRUIT
CLASS 141 HALF DOZEN SCONES WITH FRUIT
CLASS 142 BANANA BREAD
CLASS 143 HARVEST FRUIT LOAF Special Recipe available from Show Secretary.
CLASS 144 GINGER CAKE.
CLASS 145 TEA BRACK.
CLASS 146 SULTANA CAKE
CLASS 147 MADERIA CAKE.
CLASS 148 CARROT CAKE
CLASS 149 6 QUEEN CAKES
CLASS 150 6 QUEEN CAKES DECORATED
CLASS 151 6 CHOCOLATE BROWNIES
CLASS 152 4 MUFFINS – Any Variety
CLASS 153 4 DECORATED CUP CAKES
CLASS 154 SWISS ROLL
CLASS 155 SPONGE SANDWICH CAKE.
CLASS 156 VICTORIA SANDWICH CAKE.
CLASS 157 DECORATED CHOCOLATE CAKE.
CLASS 158 COFFEE SPONGE SANDWICH CAKE.
CLASS 159 CHEESECAKE
CLASS 160 DECORATED FRUIT FLAN
CLASS 161 FRUIT TART.
CLASS 162 PAN BOXTY.
CLASS 163 BOXTY LOAF
CLASS 164 POTATO BREAD.
CLASS 165  QUALIFIER for THE EASTERLICIOUS COOK OF THE YEAR 2017
Sponsored by J. & M. DIGAN LTD., Spar Express, Athlone Road, Moate
and Presented by Irish Shows Association & Moate Show Society

Final at Moate Show – SUNDAY AUGUST 27th 2017

Rules & Conditions: 1. Each exhibitor will bake 3 items -a) Decorated Orange
Sponge Sandwich Cake (Butter Icing) (b) Marble Cake (2lb Loaf Tin Size)
c) 6 Cup Cakes(Decorated). The items to be displayed as one exhibit on a base of
2ft.x2ft. approx. 2. Points will be awarded for texture, taste and presentation
suitable for Afternoon Tea. 3. Competition is open to amateurs, male or female,
and one tray to qualify per exhibitor 4. All items to be homemade by the
exhibitor. 5. Special Qualifying Class will be held at selected Shows. Two trays
may qualify for the Final if the Judges agree the standard is high enough. 6. Judges
decision will be final at all stages of the competition. 7. Exhibits are displayed at
owners risk 8 These Rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows
Association Rules.  

Entry Fee: To Qualifier: €3  To Final: €6

Prizes at Final: 1st €300; 2nd €200; 3rd €100; 4th €60; 5th €50; 6th €40

Each of the successful qualifiers will receive a memento on appearance at the
Final.

SPECIAL OVERALL AWARD IN THE COOKERY SECTION

£50 Shopping Voucher, presented by Baxter’s Centra Supermarket, Mohill
for the exhibitor getting the most points in the Cookery Section. Classes 135 to 164
Winner also receives The Mohill I.C.A. Perpetual Cup

£25 Shopping Voucher presented by Baxter’s Centra, Mohill,
for the exhibitor the second highest number of points in the Cookery Section.

DRAW FOR THE EXHIBITORS IN THE COOKERY SECTION

with six or more entries - Classes. 135 to 165  £30 Shopping Voucher,
presented by Baxter’s Centra Supermarket, Mohill

JAMS

Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5 (unless otherwise stated)
Exhibits must NOT be removed before 4pm.

Entry Fee €2

CLASS 166  BLACKCURRANT JAM.
CLASS 167  STRAWBERRY JAM.
CLASS 168  RASPBERRY JAM.
CLASS 169  RHUBARB JAM.
CLASS 170  GOOSEBERRY JAM.
CLASS 171  APPLE JELLY.
CLASS 172  MARMALADE.
CLASS 173  CHUTNEY
**Digges & District Honey Show**

*Sponsored by:* Digges & District Beekeeping Association

*Entry Fee €2*

CLASS 174 2 JARS 454g MIN LIGHT HONEY - 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 175 2 JARS 454g MIN MEDIUM HONEY - 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 176 2 JARS 454g MIN DARK HONEY - 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 177 2 SECTIONS 454g MIN HONEY SECTIONS - 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 178 1 FRAME OF COMB HONEY SUITABLE FOR EXTRACTION. Display in protective showcase 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 179 1 JAR HONEY FOR TASTING, any jar of honey judged by taste and smell alone - 1ST, 2ND & 3RD Prizes awarded

CLASS 180 1 JAR 454g min NOVICE CLASS LIGHT, MEDIUM OR DARK HONEY - 1ST & 2ND Prizes Awarded

CLASS 181 1 227g min CAKE OF BEESWAX - 1st & 2nd Prizes Awarded

CLASS 182 5 28g min BEESWAX BLOCKS matching Total/gross weight 140g-150g 1ST & 2ND Prizes Awarded

CLASS 183 1 BOTTLE OF DRY MEAD - 70 cl. Approx. - 1st & 2nd Prizes Awarded

CLASS 184 1 BOTTLE OF SWEET MEAD - 70 cl. Approx. - 1st & 2nd Prizes Awarded

CLASS 185 BEEKEEPERS AID any innovative tool to be used in beekeeping practice - 1ST Prize awarded

---

**For Information on**

Digges & District Beekeeping Association

Honey Show

Contact: Susanna Kalbermatten

086 1034308
ATTENTION ALL
Exhibitors with non-perishable products or Crafts, Art, Handwriting, Photographs for Show Day are free to attend at the Exhibition Hall in the Sports Complex on Saturday August 19th from 6.00pm to 8.00pm only to hand in their Exhibits.

Exhibitors Please Note: Any Exhibitor who wishes to, may leave their: - Art, Handwriting, Photography Exhibits into the Show Office at anytime.

NOTICE AS TO SAFETY
Mohill Agricultural Show urge all its visitors, exhibitors and spectators alike to share the responsibility in ensuring that all safety Regulations are obeyed. Each child or group of children shall be accompanied by a parent or adult within the Showgrounds, shall be constantly supervised and kept a safe distance from all animals, vehicles and machinery. All animals must be confined to their designated areas solely and kept under strict control. Co-operation with our Safety Officer and stewards will ensure an enjoyable trouble free day for all.

Please Support MOHILL SHOW Fundraising Raffle
1st: €500; 2nd: €300; 3rd: €200; 4th: €100
Tickets on Sale: €5 each; Book of 3 €10
Draw will take place on Show Night, Sunday August 20th in Spirit Bar, Main Street, Mohill
TICKETS ON SALE at Show Office or from any Committee Member.
COUNTRY CRAFTS & HOME INDUSTRIES

All entries must be new and the unaided work of the exhibitor and not shown at this show in any previous year.

Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5 (unless otherwise stated) Entry Fee €2.

CLASS 186 HANDKNITTING any fine knit garment.
CLASS 187 ARAN KNITTING any garment
CLASS 188 HANDKNIT OR CROCHET BABY GARMENT e.g. matinee coat, dress
CLASS 189 HANDKNITTING – any small item – socks, cap, gloves, scarf
CLASS 190 HAND EMBROIDERY any article using cotton thread.
CLASS 191 WOOL CROCHET any article.
CLASS 192 COTTON CROCHET any article
CLASS 193 CROSS STITCHING - any article.
CLASS 194 CUSHION - any medium
CLASS 195 ANY ARTICLE IN PATCHWORK.
CLASS 196 SOFT TOY – any medium
CLASS 197 BEST DRESSED DOLL
CLASS 198 BEST SOUVENIR SUITABLE FOR SALE TO TOURISTS
CLASS 199 ANY ARTICLE OF BASKETRY
CLASS 200 POTTERY – any article
CLASS 201 MOST ORIGINAL ARTICLE MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIALS
CLASS 202 SOMETHING NEW FROM SOMETHING OLD.
CLASS 203 ANY STITCHED ARTICLE not eligible in above classes.
CLASS 204 ANY HAND MADE CRAFT not eligible in above classes.
CLASS 205 ANY HANDMADE CRAFT created by Active Age Group Member
CLASS 206 ANY SMALL ARTICLE IN METALWORK
CLASS 207 ANY ARTICLE IN WOODWORK

THE JAMES P. GANNON MEMORIAL PERPETUAL SALVER,
presented by: - The Gannon Family, Main Street, Mohill for the OVERALL WINNER in CRAFTS SECTION - the exhibitor getting the most points in the CRAFTS SECTION Classes 186 – 207

€25 Shopping Voucher presented by Baxters Centra Supermarket, Mohill, for the exhibitor getting the second highest number of points in the CRAFTS SECTION Classes 186 -207

Special Award in the CRAFTS SECTION; The Peggy Heslin Memorial Cup, presented by GORTLETTERAGH I.C.A GUILD for the winner getting the most points in the CRAFTS SECTION – Classes. 186 - 207 Confined to Co. Leitrim.

Draw for Exhibitors in the CRAFTS SECTION with six or more entries - Classes 186 – 207

€30 Shopping Voucher, presented by Baxters Centra Supermarket,
FLOWERS
Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5  Entry Fee €2
Main Sponsors: John & Kieran Kelly, The Landmark Hotel, Carrick-on-Shannon

CLASS 208  MOST EFFECTIVE FLORAL ARRANGEMENT  Space allotted 24”.
CLASS 209  MOST EFFECTIVE ARRANGEMENT  suitable for table centre.
CLASS 210  BEST VASE OF CUT FLOWERS  (mixed variety) arranged for effect confined to 24” X 24”.
CLASS 211  MOST EFFECTIVE ARRANGEMENT OF RAMBLER ROSES.  Space allotted 20”.
CLASS 212  BEST TABLE DECORATION  - using flowers, fruit and vegetables, exhibit not to exceed 12”
CLASS 213  HYBRID TEA  - Rose of Show  - one bloom.  Sponsored by: Mohill Garden Centre.
CLASS 215  FLORIBUNDA ROSES - 3 Clusters.  Sponsored by: Mohill Garden Centre.
CLASS 216  MOST EFFECTIVE BUTTONHOLE  suitable for Wedding.
CLASS 217  BEST ARRANGEMENT IN A CUP AND SAUCER  - space allotted 8”.
CLASS 218  ANTIIRRHINIUMS – 6 spikes
CLASS 219  DAHLIAS - Decorative - 3 blooms.
CLASS 220  DAHLIAS - Cactus - 3 blooms.
CLASS 221  DAHLIAS - pom pom - 3 blooms.
CLASS 222  DAHLIAS - collarette - 3 blooms.
CLASS 223  COLLECTION OF DAHLIAS, All Varieties. Not more than 12 Blooms.
CLASS 224  GLADIOLI - 3 spikes.
CLASS 225  BEGONIAS - 3 blooms arranged on a flat container.
CLASS 226  SWEET PEA  - 6 blooms of identical colour.
CLASS 227  SWEET PEA  - 6 blooms of mixed colour.
CLASS 228  CARNATIONS-  5 Stems
CLASS 229  HYDRANGEA – 3 BLOOMS IN VASE
CLASS 230  BEST SUNFLOWER  - Sponsored by Mohill Country Markets
CLASS 231  WILD FLOWERS - exhibit not to exceed 18”.
CLASS 232  HARDY HERBACEOUS FLOWERS - 3 blooms.
CLASS 233  FLOWERING SHRUB - 3 stems.
CLASS 234  POT PLANT (Grown for its Foliage effect)
CLASS 235  POT PLANT (Grown for its Flower effect).
CLASS 236  POT PLANT Cacti
CLASS 237  POT PLANT Geranium in bloom.

AWARD IN FLOWER SECTION: For the exhibitor getting the most points in the Flower Section  Classes 208 to 237

THE OVERALL WINNER in the Flower Section  Classes 208 to 237 resident in Co. Leitrim receives the Jack Kelly Memorial Perpetual Cup presented by Mrs. Maureen Kelly.

EGGS
Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5  Entry Fee €2

CLASS 238  SIX NEW LAID EGGS  BROWN
CLASS 239  SIX NEW LAID EGGS  WHITE
CLASS 240  SIX NEW LAID DUCK EGGS
FARM & GARDEN PRODUCE
Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5 Entry Fee €2

CLASS 241 FIVE POTATOES FOR TABLE USE round.
CLASS 242 FIVE POTATOES FOR TABLE USE kidney,
CLASS 243 FIVE POTATOES FOR SEED kidney.
CLASS 244 FIVE POTATOES FOR SEED round.
CLASS 245 TWO HEADS OF CABBAGE round head
CLASS 246 TWO HEADS OF CABBAGE pointed head
CLASS 247 TWO PARSNIPS.
CLASS 248 TWO CARROTS.
CLASS 249 TWO CAULIFLOWERS
CLASS 250 TWO SWEDES.
CLASS 251 TWO HEADS LETTUCE
CLASS 252 TWO BEETROOTS.
CLASS 253 FIVE HOME GROWN TOMATOES with Trusses,
CLASS 254 CUCUMBER
CLASS 255 FIVE PODS GARDEN PEAS
CLASS 256 FIVE PODS OF RUNNER BEANS
CLASS 257 FIVE SHALLOTS.
CLASS 258 FIVE ONIONS grown from seed
CLASS 259 FIVE ONIONS grown from sets
CLASS 260 FIVE DAMSONS.
CLASS 261 THREE STICKS RHUBARB
CLASS 262 DISH OF 10 STRAWBERRIES
CLASS 263 FIVE HOME GROWN EATING APPLES, with leaves attached.
CLASS 264 FIVE HOME GROWN COOKING APPLES, with leaves attached.
CLASS 265 FIVE PLUMS.
CLASS 266 BEST SAMPLE OF 2017 Hay
CLASS 267 BEST 4 SODS BLACK TURF.
CLASS 268 BEST 4 SODS BROWN TURF.

Perpetual Trophy presented by the late Paul Grennan, Mohill for the exhibitor getting the most points in the Farm & Garden Section Classes 241 to 268

The Overall Winner in the Farm and Garden Section Classes 241 to 268 resident in Co. Leitrim receives The John McDonald Memorial Perpetual Cup presented by Mrs. June McDonald & Family, Sliabh View, Mohill.

Draw for Exhibitors in the Flowers and Farm and Garden Sections with 6 or more entries: 1st €30: 2nd €20.

Mohill Agricultural Show Committee gratefully acknowledge the loyal and generous support of Eamonn Duignan, Dublin & Mohill towards our 2017 Show Day
JUNIOR SECTION

Judging in this section begins at 11.30a.m. **Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5**
(unless otherwise stated) **Entry Fee : €2**

CLASS 269 **HANDWRITING** for school children, 6 years and under, Any piece of transcription, using ball point pen or pencil.

CLASS 270 **HANDWRITING** for school children, 9 years and under, 1 school copy page of transcription, using ball point pen or pencil.

CLASS 271 **HANDWRITING** for school children, 12 years and under, 1 school copy page of transcription using ball point pen or pencil.

CLASS 272 **HANDWRITING** for Post Primary school children, 1 school copy page of transcription using ball point pen or pencil.

**PERPETUAL TROPHY** presented by Cecil and Betty Gilpin, Coras Point, Cavan for overall winner of Junior Handwriting Classes.

CLASS 273 **ART** for school children 6 years and under. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" x 10" and using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

CLASS 274 **ART** for school children 9 years and under. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" x 10" and using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

CLASS 275 **ART** for school children 12 years and under. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" x 10" using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

CLASS 276 **Art** for School Children - Primary Students with Special Needs. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" X 10" and using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

CLASS 277 **ART** for Post Primary School Students. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" x 10" and using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

CLASS 278 **ART** for Post Primary School students with Special Needs. A drawing on paper or card not more than 12" X 10" and using paints, markers, crayons or pencils.

**SPECIAL PRIZE** of **PERPETUAL PLAQUE AND REPLICA** presented by Mrs. Doris Daly, England for Overall Winner in the above six Art Classes

**Prize money for Art Classes kindly sponsored by Mrs. Doris Daly, England.**

CLASS 279 **DESIGN A BIRTHDAY CARD** within 8" x 6" (Primary School Students)

CLASS 280 **DESIGN A BIRTHDAY CARD** within 8" x 6" (Post-Primary School Students)

CLASS 281 **DESIGN A POSTER FOR “MOHILL SHOW”** – A4 or A3 Primary School

CLASS 282 **DESIGN A POSTER FOR “MOHILL SHOW”** – A4 or A3 Post Primary

CLASS 283 **GLITTER CRAFT**, any picture.

CLASS 284 **ANY FRAMED PICTURE** any medium, any subject.

CLASS 285 **ANY PICTURE MADE WITH FABRIC PIECES.**

CLASS 286 **ANY PIECE OF HANDMADE JEWELLERY**

CLASS 287 **ANY ARTICLE MADE FROM PLASTICINE / MODELLING CLAY/PLAYDOUGH**
CLASS 288  ANY ITEM MADE FROM RECYCLED CARDBOARD BOXES reflecting Rural Ireland or World of Science using cardboard, paper, tape, glue and paint. No bigger than 50 cm height, width or length – Primary School Students

CLASS 289  ANY ITEM MADE FROM RECYCLED CARDBOARD BOXES reflecting Rural Ireland or World of Science using cardboard, paper, tape, glue and paint. No bigger than 50 cm height, width or length – Post Primary School Students

Classes 288 and 289  Kindly Sponsored by Fiona Kiernan, Albertine Lodge Holiday Rental, Kilmore, Carrick on Shannon.

CLASS 290  ANY ARTICLE MADE WITH LOLLIPOP STICKS, MATCH STICKS OR CLOTHES' PEGS

CLASS 291  ANY DECORATED BOTTLE

CLASS 292  BEST DECORATED WOODEN SPOON

CLASS 293  BEST PAINTED STONE

CLASS 294  BEST DECORATED EGG

CLASS 295  ANY HANDMADE ARTICLE tray, toy etc.

CLASS 296  BEGINNERS KNITTING – ANY ITEM

CLASS 297  MODEL OF AN ANIMAL FROM VEGETABLES (fruit, berries, foliage and flowers may be used as parts.)

CLASS 298  FLOWER ARRANGEMENT using Cup & Saucer.

CLASS 299  TALLEST SUNFLOWER - Sponsored by Mohill Country Markets

CLASS 300  POTTERY, any article.

CLASS 301  SIX PLAIN TEA SCONES sponsored by Mohill Guild I.C.A.

CLASS 302  SIX RICE KRISPIE BUNS

CLASS 303  SIX CHOCOLATE BROWNIES

CLASS 304  FOUR DECORATED CUPCAKES

CLASS 305  SIX QUEEN CAKES sponsored by Mohill Guild I.C.A.- Primary School

CLASS 306  SIX QUEEN CAKES sponsored by Mohill Guild I.C.A.- Post Primary

CLASS 307  SIX QUEEN CAKES ICED - Primary School Students

CLASS 308  SIX QUEEN CAKES ICED - Post Primary School Students

CLASS 309  THREE CARROTS.

CLASS 310  THREE ONIONS.

CLASS 311  FIVE PODS GARDEN PEAS

CLASS 312  COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES five varieties (2 in each).

CLASS 313  ANY ARTICLE IN CARPENTRY

CLASS 314  ANY ARTICLE IN METAL

SPECIAL AWARD a prize of €20 will be awarded to the exhibitor getting the most points in the Junior Section Classes 269 to 314

Overall exhibitor getting the most points in Junior Section receives the John Dolan Memorial Perpetual Shield

Please Support our Sponsors
ADULT ART & HANDWRITING
Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5 (unless otherwise stated)
Entry Fee €2

CLASS 315 ONE PAGE OF TRANSCRIPTION.
CLASS 316 BEST PAINTING - Watercolour or Acrylic
CLASS 317 BEST OIL PAINTING
CLASS 318 BEST STILL LIFE PAINTING – Any Medium
CLASS 319 BEST SEASCAPE PAINTING- Any Medium
CLASS 320 BEST PAINTING OF ANIMAL LIFE
CLASS 321 BEST PORTRAIT – Any Medium
CLASS 322 BEST DRAWING – using PEN, PENCIL or CHARCOAL

CLASS 323 Qualifier for the THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & VIRGINIA SHOW SOCIETY
Fleetwood Paints All Ireland Amateur Painting
Kindly Sponsored By Fleetwood Irelands Paints Company

Rules & Conditions : 1. Paintings must be the sole work of the exhibitor who must have amateur status. 2. Paintings to depict an Agricultural or Rural setting. 3. Paintings must measure no more than 26"X 20" not including the frame  4. All Paintings must be ready to hang, that is framed and with a hanging cord attached  5. The Judges decision will be Final  6. All entries to be exhibited at owners risk  7. All entries to have amateur status as defined by the following. Not to have had a commercial solo exhibition Not to have exhibited in a commercial gallery Not to be teaching or have taught art in any form . To avoid any confusion would exhibitors please print their name & phone no. on a label & attach to back of Painting These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A Rules

Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €3. To Final €6

PRIZES: 1st: €300 2nd: €200  3rd: €100. 4th: €50.

FINAL VIRGINIA SHOW - Wednesday 23rd August 2017

Overall Winner of the above seven Art Classes – 315 to 322 will receive the DENIS MCGUINNESS MEMORIAL PERPETUAL TROPHY.

Ladies…. Ladies…. Ladies
Join Nora Fitzpatrick in the Complex for
Talk on Personal Styling and
Fashion Show
Presented by Barbara Niblock,
Barbara’s Fashions, Main Street, Mohill
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sponsor: Lloyd Donnelly, Donnelly Hairdressers
Prizes: 1st €15, 2nd €10, 3rd €5
Entry Fee €2

All pictures unframed and un-mounted and in size 7” x 5” or less.
All Photographs must have been taken by the entrant during the past year,
except Classes 340 & 341

Professional / Studio photographs will NOT be accepted

CLASS 324 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF AN AGRICULTURAL SCENE.
CLASS 325 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF ANIMAL LIFE.
CLASS 326 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF PLANT LIFE
CLASS 327 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF INSECTS OR SPIDERS
CLASS 328 BEST SPORTING PHOTOGRAPH.
CLASS 329 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF PEOPLE AT WORK
CLASS 330 BEST PORTRAIT.
CLASS 331 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF A CHILD UNDER 10 YEARS.
CLASS 332 BEST FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH
CLASS 333 BEST HOLIDAY PHOTOGRAPH.
CLASS 334 BEST HUMOUROUS PHOTOGRAPH
CLASS 335 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF A SEACSAPE
CLASS 336 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF A LANDSCAPE
CLASS 337 BEST PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN OF MOHILL AREA.
CLASS 338 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF A LEITRIM LANDMARK
CLASS 339 BEST BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPH – ANY SUBJECT
CLASS 340 BEST OLD PHOTOGRAPH (BLACK & WHITE)
CLASS 341 BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF OLD MOHILL
CLASS 342 BEST PHOTOGRAPH (taken by child under 12 years.)
CLASS 343 BEST PHOTOGRAPH (taken by child 12-16 years).

OVERALL WINNER IN THE PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION
will receive Perpetual Cup kindly sponsored by Lloyd Donnelly.

Live Entertainment with
The Looney Hoppers
Face Painting, Children’s Entertainment
Pets Corner.

Please Support our Sponsors
Afternoon Event: Entries will be taken on Show Day

**BONNY BABY SHOW**
Judging at 3.p.m. approximately

**CATEGORY A**   4 TO 11 MONTHS: Trophy for all prizewinners.
**CATEGORY B**   12 TO 17 MONTHS: Trophy for all prizewinners.
**CATEGORY C**   18 TO 24 MONTHS: Trophy for all prizewinners.
**CATEGORY D**   25 TO 35 MONTHS: Trophy for all prizewinners

"**Little Miss Mohill Competition"**
(3 to 5 year olds)
Winner receives €25 Shopping Voucher

************

"**Little Master Mohill Competition"**
(3 to 5 year olds)
Winner receives €25 Shopping Voucher
Kindly Presented by: **Ann Conway of A&D Selections, Street, Mohill**

**LADIES ... LADIES ... LADIES ... LADIES**

Come along and take part in our

"**Best Dressed Lady at Show Competition"**
Winner receives Shopping Voucher
Kindly Presented by: **Barbara Niblock, Gannon’s, Main Street, Mohill**

"**Glamorous Granny Competition"**
Winner receives Voucher for Dinner for 2
at **Cryan’s Riverside Restaurant, Carrick-on-Shannon**
Kindly Donated by: Frances Cryan. Also Voucher for Gannon’s Mohill.
Presented by Barbara Niblock.
DRIVING FOR STYLE & APPEARANCE

Prizes: 1st €65, 2nd €45, 3rd €35. ENTRY FEE €10

EVENT 1  DRIVING: ROAD CART CLASS, (Pneumatic tyres only)
EVENT 2  DRIVING FOR STYLE AND APPEARANCE 14.2 and under.
EVENT 3  DRIVING FOR STYLE AND APPEARANCE over 14.2.
EVENT 4  DRIVING FOR STYLE AND APPEARANCE Draught Type Horses.
EVENT 5  DRIVING FOR STYLE AND APPEARANCE Sidecar.

ROOSKEY DRIVING CLUB PERPETUAL CUP will be awarded to the Best Turned Out DRIVE AND DRIVER at the Show in the above events.

MOHILL CREDIT UNION PERPETUAL CUP will be awarded to the Best Turned Out DRIVE AND DRIVER at the Show, confined to Co. Leitrim Exhibitors, in the above four events.

The Pauline Flynn Memorial Perpetual Cup, presented by Mr. Michael Flynn, Kiltoghert will be awarded to the Best Turned Out Drive and Driver - under 14.2 - confined to Co. Leitrim.

**Important Notice to Animal Owners involved in Showing Animals**
The Irish Shows Association would advise all Animal Owners who have their Animals insured to extend their Insurance Cover to cover them for exhibiting at Shows. This advice is given to protect exhibitors / owners in the event of their animal lashing out, injuring someone or damaging property. If it is established that your animal was out of your control you may be held responsible or partly responsible for any injury.

**Join the Mohill Summer Festival** for their many activities from August 16th – 20th. Lots of fun filled activities for young and old, along with great Entertainment including Kieran Goss Aug 16th and Eleanor Shanley Aug 18th.

Come and visit the Road Safety Authority NEW INTERACTIVE SHUTTLE EXPERIENCE at Mohill Show.
Pet Section
Judging at 1o’clock. All Exhibits must be presented in its own Cage.
Entries taken on Show Day at 12.30p.m. Entry Fee €2
1st €10; 2nd €8; 3rd €5

CLASS 1 – Best Rabbit
CLASS 2 – Best Furry Pet (Hamster, Gerbil, Guinea Pig)
CLASS 3 – Best Cat
CLASS 4 – Best Kitten

DOGS
Prizes in each class: 1st €15, 2nd €12, 3rd €10.
ENTRY FEE €3
Mohill Gun Club have kindly sponsored the Dog Section
PLEASE NOTE: NO DOG TRAILERS ALLOWED AT DOG RING
All Dogs must be shown on a lead.
N.B. Dogs must be removed from Show Grounds on completion of judging.
ENTRIES TAKEN ON SHOW GROUNDS ONLY FROM 1.00P.M. ONWARDS.

**JUDGING COMMENCES AT 2.00P.M.**

CLASS 1 ANY VARIETY JACK RUSSELL
CLASS 2 ANY VARIETY POM
CLASS 3 ANY VARIETY TERRIER - excluding Jack Russell or Pom
CLASS 4 ANY VARIETY OF TOY DOG – excluding Pom
CLASS 5 ANY VARIETY OF PUPPY (6-12 months)
CLASS 6 ANY VARIETY handled by a Child 12 years and under
CLASS 7 ANY VARIETY handled by a Lady
CLASS 8 ANY VARIETY handled by a Gent
CLASS 9 ANY VARIETY POINTER or SETTER
CLASS 10 ANY VARIETY LABRADOR OR RETRIEVER
CLASS 11 ANY VARIETY SPANIEL
CLASS 12 ANY VARIETY WORKING/UTILITY DOG
CLASS 13 ANY VARIETY SPORTING BREED
CLASS 14 ANY VARIETY COLLIE OR SHEEP DOG
CLASS 15 ANY VARIETY DOG IN FANCY DRESS
CLASS 16 ANY VARIETY CROSS BRED DOG - all previous Prizewinners Excluded
CLASS 17 DOG I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE HOME
CLASS 18 QUALIFIER FOR THE ALL IRELAND GUN DOG CHAMPIONSHIP
Sponsored by Tireragh Gun Club, Cecil Whiteside & Beltra Show Society
Entry Fee; Qualifier: €3; To Final: €6.

**FINAL:** Beltra Show –Saturday September 2ND

Rules & Conditions:
1. Gun Dog, any variety – dog / bitch
2. Dog must be handled by person over 16
3. Dogs in Final not eligible to compete in other classes at Beltra Show
4. These Rules should be read in conjunction with the ISA Rules
CLASS 19  QUALIFIER for Ballinrobe Agricultural Show & Irish Shows Association
All Ireland Irish Native Breed Championship Dog Show

Rules and Conditions: The competition is confined Irish native Breed any variety
- dog / bitch which are as follows
1. (A) Irish Glen of Imaal Terrier (B) Irish Red Setter (C) Irish Red and White Setter
   (D) Irish Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier (E) Irish Terrier (F) Irish Water Spaniel
   (G) Irish Wolfhound (H) Kerry Beagle (I) Kerry Blue
2. Two dogs from each qualifying show to qualify. 3. Entries in this championship may not
   compete in any other classes at Ballinrobe Dog Show. 4. All dogs must enter ring without
   rosette  5. These rules should be read in conjunction with the ISA Rules

Entry fee to qualifying show €3.  To Final €6

Final: Ballinrobe Agricultural Show – Sunday September 3rd 2017

Trophy for the BEST TERRIER at SHOW in Memory of JOE WYNNE,
TULLYORAN, MOHILL kindly presented by KATHLEEN McGARRY, CLOONE

PERPETUAL CUP, presented by ANNIE & MICHAEL LEYDEN, ENGLAND for
BEST POINTER or SETTER, Class 9

CHAMPION GUN DOG receives Perpetual Trophy presented by Oliver Kellegher,
Castlebar. Confined to CLASSES 9 to 11

CHAMPION DOG receives Perpetual Trophy presented by Herbert Tuthill, Clondalkin,
Co. Dublin

NOTE: Exhibitors are requested to have dogs under strict control and any dog listed in
the Government Order must be muzzled, and on a strong chain

Please Support our Sponsors

All formatting and printing completed at
Mohill Enterprise Centre
Knockalongford
071 9632024
Email info@mct.ie
MOHILL SHOW
PLEASE SUPPORT
MOHILL AGRICULTURAL
Fundraising Raffle

1\textsuperscript{st} €500; 2\textsuperscript{nd} €300; 3\textsuperscript{rd} €200; 4\textsuperscript{th} €100

Tickets on Sale: €5 each; Book of 3 €10
Draw will take place
on Show Night, Sunday August 20\textsuperscript{th}
in Spirit Bar, Main Street, Mohill
TICKETS ON SALE at Show Office or from any Committee Member.

\textbf{End your Show Day} with the great sound of Tom Moran in Spirit Bar, Main Street
Show Raffle will take place during the night.